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TICKET SCALPING BILL 2021 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Darren West (Parliamentary Secretary) on behalf of 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan (Minister for Regional Development), read a first time. 

Second Reading 
HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [6.03 pm]: On behalf of the Minister for 
Regional Development, I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
The Ticket Scalping Bill 2021 follows on from the Ticket Scalping Bill 2018, which was passed by the Legislative 
Assembly, endorsed by the Standing Committee on Legislation and awaiting debate in the Legislative Council 
when Parliament was prorogued for the March 2021 general election. The purpose of the bill is to introduce 
new legislation prohibiting ticket scalping practices that adversely impact consumers in Western Australia. The 
legislation will sit within the portfolio of the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, specifically 
within the Consumer Protection division. The bill received bipartisan support for its passage through the 
Legislative Assembly and is strongly supported by consumer advocates, artists and event promoters. 
Most states and territories now have legislation to prevent ticket scalping. This bill is consistent with the most 
contemporary legislation, being that of New South Wales and South Australia. Ticket scalping practices have 
a negative impact on artists and event organisers, who carry the financial risk of preparing and hosting events, and 
can threaten the commercial viability of events. Revenue, including secondary revenue from activities such as the 
sale of merchandise, is directly related to attendance levels, and may be threatened by the impact of scalping on 
ticket affordability. 
Consumers can suffer detriment as a result of ticket scalping in a number of ways. The resale of tickets at inflated 
prices can make popular events increasingly unaffordable for fans. In some cases, they may be tricked into paying 
grossly inflated prices because they are not aware that they are dealing with a reseller when they purchase tickets 
from an online provider. The use of software bots by commercial resellers to buy tickets in bulk quantities 
immediately after release can make it difficult for consumers to access tickets from the event organiser or authorised 
seller. Purchasers of resold tickets may be refused entry to events because the ticket is invalidated as a result of its 
unauthorised resale. 
The Ticket Scalping Bill 2021 is identical to the 2018 bill, except for some minor amendments to incorporate 
recommendations made by the Standing Committee on Legislation and supported by the government. These will 
be explained in due course. The bill will provide strong mechanisms to address the consumer detriment that occurs 
as a result of ticket scalping for popular public entertainment events hosted in WA. It delivers on longstanding 
commitments by the government to address serious and growing consumer concerns in this area. The provisions 
of this bill will apply to all tickets for events held in WA for which a resale restriction is imposed by the event 
organiser as a condition of purchase. 
The provisions will prohibit the resale of tickets at a price that is higher than the original ticket price plus 10 per cent; 
prohibit the advertising of tickets for resale at a price that is higher than the original ticket price plus 10 per cent; 
require resale advertisements to provide consumers with details of the original ticket price and the location from 
which the ticket purchaser will view the event, such as row and seat numbers; provide that any resale restriction 
invalidating the ticket will be void if the ticket is purchased from a reseller in accordance with the requirements of 
the regulations; prohibit the use of software that enables or assists a person to circumvent the security measures of 
a website in order to purchase tickets in contravention of the terms and conditions of the organiser; provide for 
maximum penalties of $20 000 for a breach of the legislation by an individual and $100 000 for a breach by a body 
corporate for most offences—offences relating to the use of software will, however, incur a much larger maximum 
penalty—and provide education, investigation and enforcement powers for the Commissioner for Consumer 
Protection. 
The growing need for this legislation was demonstrated prior to the introduction of the bill at major events held in 
WA. At music concerts by Ed Sheeran and Adele in 2017 and 2018, and sporting fixtures such as the third Ashes 
test and AFL finals matches, tickets were advertised by private sellers and resale platforms shortly after release 
for as much as 10 times their face value. Restrictions on public gatherings due to the COVID-19 pandemic have 
driven concerns about ticket scalping from the headlines in recent times. However, as the event industry resumes its 
normal operations, it will be more important than ever to provide support for the industry in WA, to ensure that 
promoters are encouraged to stage live productions and sports events in the state and to get fans back to public events. 
I mentioned earlier that this bill is identical to the 2018 bill, except for some minor amendments to incorporate some 
of the recommendations of the Standing Committee on Legislation. Those amendments are as follows. Clause 3 has 
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been amended by the addition of a definition of “ticket scalping”, which is required as a result of the use of this 
term in the amended version of clause 16. In clause 3, the definition of “event organiser” has been amended by 
replacing the term “declared” with the term “prescribed” when referring to regulations, in accordance with usual 
drafting practices. Clause 4 has been inserted to provide that the act will bind the Crown. This has been inserted 
on the advice of parliamentary counsel to accord with the practice of including such provisions in all new principal 
acts unless there is good reason not to do so. Clause 14 has been amended by the addition of a note explaining the 
way investigative powers under the Fair Trading Act 2010 have been incorporated. This is to provide additional 
information and does not make a substantive change to how the provision will operate. Clause 17 has been 
redrafted to make it clear that the statutory review of the legislation will specifically be required to consider 
whether the operative provisions have been effective in reducing the practice of ticket scalping. 
I extend my genuine thanks to my colleagues in the other place Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson, MLA, Minister for 
Commerce, and Hon David Templeman, MLA, Leader of the House in the other place, who secured the passage 
of this bill in the Legislative Assembly. This bill unashamedly places the fans first. It reflects a commitment by 
the government to provide strong protection for consumers and delivers on a longstanding election promise. It will 
ensure that those with unwanted tickets to events can sell those tickets without breaching conditions of purchase, 
and at the same time promote openness, transparency and reasonable access to the market for WA families to enjoy 
major events at a fair price. 
Pursuant to standing order 126(1), I advise that this bill is not a uniform legislation bill. It does not ratify or give 
effect to an intergovernmental or multilateral agreement to which the government of the state is a party; nor does this 
bill, by reason of its subject matter, introduce a uniform scheme or uniform laws throughout the commonwealth 
I commend the bill to the house and table the explanatory memorandum. 
[See paper 481.] 
Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

House adjourned at 6.10 pm 
__________ 

 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110481c00704b9f44e85c0c48258737000be989/$file/tp-481.pdf
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